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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to analyze the frequency and nature
of misspellings shown in the class work of fifth-grade children who
1/
have used the methods devised by Russell. One of the major objectives
of spelling instruction is the development of abilities that will enable
children to spell correctly words that they need in self-expression in
written language.
Spelling is an important factor in written communication which
enables children to share ideas and abilities that enrich experiences
in daily living.
Ability in word analysis skills in reading when adapted to the
needs of individual children has greatly aided achievement in spelling.
Therefore, this study is an attempt to add further information
concerning spelling errors.
WKarlene V. Russell, The Effect of Word Analysis on Spelling Achieve -
ment
, Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, School of Education,
Boston, 1954.
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
1. Attitudes Toward Spelling Ability
Intelligence is one factor in spelling ability. The "poor spellers
are not always those of low intelligence. There are children in the
average and high ability groups who have serious difficulty in spelling
words correctly in written language activities. In her study Hildreth
points out:
'Differences in mental ability among school children
obviously account for some of the disparity in the ease or
difficulty with which they learn to spell. Spelling makes
intellectual demands on the speller just as other school
learnings do. The spelling errors of bright and duller chil-
dren are very different. The bright tend to generalize more
to apply their previous learning to new words, to spell pho-
netically and more rationally; the slower learners tend to
jumble up the spelling haphazardly. Bright children are more
likely to derive spelling of new words from others already
known, whereas dull children have a much less systematic
approach in attacking new words."
Inability to spell is a serious handicap for children and adults
seeking social recognition and security, a vital factor for successful
2/
living. Tidyman maintains: "Correct spelling is a condition of
social approval as well as social efficiency. It is an approved custom
as much a mark of respectability as good manners."
1/
^./Gertrude Htldreth, Learning the Three R's . Educational Publishers,
Inc., Philadelphia, 1947, p. 4b8.
2/Willard F. Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling . World Book Company,
Mew York. 1919. p. 31.
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The social value of spelling is emphasized by Hildreth, who says:
"No one questions the value of correct spelling. It is
standard equipment that everyone needs for successful partici-
pation in daily life. Few people will become perfectionists
but all should at least be socially accepted in spelling."
A sterner attitude concerning the value of correct spelling in
2/
written language is given by Wallin, who believes:
"Spelling is a fundamental social tool. There are few
elementary subjects in which efficiency is more swiftly detected
and more severely reprobated in later life than in spelling.
No person can be considered socially efficient in all that these
words imply, unless he is able skillfully to manipulate this tool."
2. Phonetics in Spelling
There is a definite need for a well-organized phonetic and word
analysis program in spelling. Many investigations show that such a
program has aided children having difficulty in reading and spelling.
3/
In regard to this, Artley has this to say:
"....A functional phonics program is so valuable to both
reading and spelling, that as understanding and skills are
developed and applied in one area, they should be reinforced
and utilized in the other."
4/
Durrell, in pointing out the relationship between the skills in-
volved in reading and spelling, maintains:
jVHildreth, op. cit .
, pp. 479-480.
2/J. E. Wallin, Spelling Efficiency in Relation to Age, Grade and Sex
,
and the Question of Transfer . Warwick and York, Inc., Baltimore, 1911,
P. 7.
3/Sterl A. Artley, "Principles Applying to the Improvement of Spelling
Ability," Elementary School Journal (November, 1948), 49:143.
4/Donald D. Durrell, The Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
.
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudgon
, 1940, pp. 275-276.
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"The fundamental psychological skills underlying reading and
spelling are similar. In general reading ability correlates
closely with spelling ability, since skill in word perception is
essential if a child is to recall words vividly enough to write
them. Poor reading is almost always accompanied by poor spelling.
Often it is desirable to teach word analysis in connection with
spelling rather than reading."
1/
Concerning the use of word analysis skills in spelling, Gates
relates
:
"In the modern program in spelling and writing, considerable
attention is usually given to the development of appropriate
techniques of word study. Indeed in many ways the spelling lesson
provides more natural opportunity for training in word study and
word analysis than does the reading lesson.
....It is important that the techniques taught in reading and
spelling and used by the pupil in both situations should harmonize
and not conflict with each other."
2/
Durrell and Murphy point out that the ability to recognize
sounds in spoken words is not the only ability required of children
learning to read. They tell us:
"The child who learns to read easily is one who notices the
separate sounds in spoken words.
....This ability is not assured by a high mental age or
elaborate exercises in 'phonics' which consist in giving sounds
of letters and blends.
....Other abilities are required such as visual discrimina-
tion of word elements, ability to sustain attention in beginning
reading, relating words to meaning, etc."
_1/Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading . The Macmilian Company,
New York, 1950, p. 253.
2/Donald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, "Auditory Discrimination
Training Is Important," The Education Digest (October, 1953), 19:14-15.
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Gates feels that phonics are an important factor in beginning
reading; also, he maintains:
"The typical reading program of today introduces at an early
stage some form of phonetic training which depends upon the ability
to single out and distinguish the several sounds in a word and to
combine or blend these sounds into a total word sound.
It is very desirable to help the pupil become reasonably
efficient in identifying word sounds and in blending or combining
them. With a foundation of such skills, the phonetic training
offered later in the reading program will be much more fruitful."
2/
According to Dolch, poor sound images of words are one of the
greatest handicaps encountered in spelling. He writes, "Lack of vivid
visual imagery is also a handicap to many children in spelling."
3/
Templin studied phonics in reading and spelling and reports
that there is some indication that children learn the more essential
phonic principles whether or not formal instruction is given. She says,
"Correct hearing and saying of sounds play an important role in the
spelling of words."
Horn notes that pupils learn to spell many words through reading
them. He contends:
"The more often a word is seen in reading, the more probable
it is that pupils will learn to spell it. There is some evidence
1,/Gates, op . c it . , p. 165.
2_/Edward W. Dolch, Better Spelling . Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois,
1942, p. 248.
3/Mildred C. Templin, 'Phonies' Knowledge and Its Relation to the
Spelling and Reading Achievement of Fourth Grade Pupils,' Journal of
Educational Research (February, 1954), 47:441.
4/Ernest Horn, "Experiences Which Develop Spelling Ability," National
Education Association Journal (April, 1954), 43:210-211.
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that instruction in phonics is more beneficial to spelling than
to reading even though given in connection with the reading pro-
gram. Shortcomings in speech such as mispronunciation and arti-
culatory defects have been found to be related to disabilities
in spelling."
There seems to be agreement that phonics are valuable in reading
1/
and spelling instruction if not overemphasized. Betts, in his dis-
cussion of a phonics program, says this:
"A desirable phonics program is based on these considerations:
First, phonics is only one aid to word recognition. Other word
recognition skills are prerequisites to phonics instruction and
are to be developed concurrently and subsequently. Second, phonics
instruction is given when needs arise in reading situations.
These needs are discovered during the introductory, or silent
reading of a selection. Third, a word analysis approach rather
than the synthesizing of sounds in words is used. The word is
always seen as a whole. Fourth, only those pupils who can profit
from the use of phonetic analysis are taught the necessary tech-
niques .
"
u
It is the opinion of Murphy that effective teaching of reading
relies on more than one method of instruction in a given group. She
relates
:
"It is probably true that we should have many ways of
teaching reading in a single classroom. For example, some
children seem to learn better if they learn the sounds first.
Others may learn faster by a kinaesthetic approach, and still
others, by a written language approach."
3/
Bradford feels that phonics are a valuable part of the reading
and spelling program and says:
JVEmraett Albert Betts, Foundation ot Reading Instruction . American Book
Company, Boston, 1950, p. 645.
2/Helen A. Murphy, "Skills Instruction in Primary Reading,' The National j
Elementary Principal (December, 194^), 29:4-10.
3/Henry Bradford, "Oral-Aural Differentiation Among Basic Speech Sounds
as a Factor in Spelling Readiness," Elementary School Journal (February,
1954), 54:354-358.
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"The child must be able to hear and say the sounds accurately
in words to discriminate among the speech sounds that are to be
translated into letter symbols on paper. Readiness for a modern
phonetic program rests upon aural-oral maturity."
Phonics have advantages as well as limitations when applied in the
1/
instruction of reading and spelling. Hudson and Toler write:
"Pupils who have either deficiency are unable to associate
adequately the sounds within words with visual patterns which
represent those sounds. Consequently in learning to spell, these
pupils must depend almost wholly on memorization of letter se-
quence .
"
The interrelationship of phonetic analysis and structural analysis
2/
is summarized by Gray:
"Structural analysis is primarily the visual identification
of structural elements which the child must be able to make before
he can proceed with sounding out the word. Where root words,
prefixes, suffixes, or inflectional endings are known to the child
he identifies the meaning units. Where the root word is unknown
to him, he tries to determine through visual analysis the parts of
the word that make up the pronunciation units or syllables.
To develop efficient habits in structural analysis, we must
teach children to see root words in inflectional variants,
derivatives, and compounds and we must teach them how to identify
syllables in root words."
H
Horn feels that the visual presentation of teaching words in
spelling should be the basic method used and suggests:
iyJesse S. Hudson and Lola Toler, "Instruction in Auditory and Visual
Discrimination as a Means of Improving Spelling," Elementary School
Journal (April, 1949), 49:466-469.
2/William S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading. Scott, Forestnan and Company
New York, 1948, pp. 75-78.
3/Ernest Horn, Principles of Method In Teaching Spelling as Derived from
Scientific Investigation
,
Eighteenth Yearbook of the national Society
for the Study of Education, Public School Publishing Company,
Bloomington, Illinois, 1919, p. 65.
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"The emphasis in presenting the word should be put upon
visual imagery. Not only have studies of types of imagery shown
that children of the elementary school period are predominantly
visual but the direct investigation of relative efficiency of
various methods of learning to spell has quite uniformly revealed
that visual presentation is an essential part of methods which
give superior results. Poor spellers are relatively deficient
in using visual imagery."
1/
Foran reports that visual perception is very important:
"Practice is essential, not only because spelling normally
involves writing, but also because visual discrimination is de-
veloped by the combined activities of noting and copying the
letters in their proper order.
....The disposition left by learning is not an image belonging
to a single sensory category. It is rather a total impression
constructed from visual, kinaesthetic and auditory images, and the
whole welded together."
2/
Witty is of the opinion that the effect of visual observation
to word elements in phonetic and structural analysis is an essential
factor for efficient word recognition skills in reading and spelling
and he maintains:
"....attention may be directed to word elements and to prin-
ciples governing structural and phonetic word analysis such as:
1. Consonants, and blendings at the beginning, middle, and
ending of words
2. Long and short vowel sounds
3. Principles of final e
4. Digraphs and dipthongs such as ai, ea
,
oi, oy
5. Sounds of a, e, i, o, u, when followed by r
6. Word endings which do not involve changes in the root word
7. Changes in the basic form of some word when a suffix is
added: changing 'i' to 'y,' before adding es in the plural
form of words such as 'baby,' 'city.'"
l/Thomas G. Foran, "Basic Psychology and Techniques in Spelling,"
Education (February, 1937), 57:364-365.
2/Paul Witt,, keading in Modern Education. D. C. Heath and Company,
Boston, 1949, pp. 148-149.
1:
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Artley summarized the data of many investigations that have been
carried on concerning the specific abilities of which spelling is com-
posed and concludes that the following abilities are important:
"1. Auditory perception and discrimination or the ability to
recognize the sounds that are heard in a word and to
associate them with their appropriate letter symbols or
phonograms
2. Visual perception and discrimination or the ability to
analyze a word visually, noting its arrangement of letters,
the presence of familiar prefixes or suffixes, the presence
of already known "little words", and the visual similarity
of the new word with an already familiar one
3. Accurate pronunciation and enunciation
4. Clear recognition of the meaning."
3. Age for Beginning Phonetic Teaching
There is a difference of opinion as to when children are ready to
2/
begin the use of structural analysis in word study. Witty says:
"....children in the second and third grade are usually
ready to profit by instruction in word elements and principles
governing structural analysis, including prefixes, suffixes,
and syllabication, or 'practice in recognizing syllables in
words both by sound and sight. 1 "
Progress made by children in reading and spelling can be retarded
3/
if undue emphasis is given phonics. Durrell points out:
"A common spelling difficulty in the middle grades and above
results from being overphonetic rather than being underphone t ic
.
So large a percentage of English writing is partly non-
phonetic and dependent upon visual memory that ability to recog-
nize word elements is essential in spelling."
_1/Artley, op . cit
.
, p. 142.
2/Witty, op. cit ., pp. 148-149.
3/Durrell, op. cit
. , pp. 270-271.
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In referring to the reading level favorable to the teaching of
1/
syllabication, Betts says:
"Syllabication exercises may be introduced after the child
has achieved approximately third grade level in reading ability.
The dividing of words at the end of lines is introduced at the
fifth and sixth grade levels."
He adds:
"....an elementary knowledge of syllabication is especially
essential in spelling."
2/
Hill lists the following word analysis skills that have proved
to be most beneficial in the teaching of spelling:
"1. development of auditory and visual discrimination
2. the use of prefixes and suffixes, compound words, etc.
3. teaching the most common sounds in our language
4. the use of substitution of a sound in order to spell a
different word."
4. Spelling Errors
Research indicates a need for discovering the words that children
use in written language. These words are the ones in which to give
instruction.
3/
Hildreth feels that original writing is essential as a deter-
mining factor in selecting the words for spelling instruction. She
writes
:
l/Betts, op. cit
. , p. 646.
2/Margaret K. Hill, "Techniques for the Teaching of Spelling," Journal
of Education (October, 1953), 136:16-17.
3/Gertrude Hildreth, 'Spelling as a Language Tool,' Elementary School
Journal (September, 1947), 48:33-40.
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"Through the years spelling has been taught as an isolated
subject. Only after a number of years of spelling drill is the
pupil assumed to be able to use spelling as a tool in writing.
In the meanwhile, he struggles along with writing as best he can
or he does no original writing at all. Until recently, in only
a few schools did pupils learn to spell while writing, or were
they taught a spelling vocabulary to fit the ideas they wished to
express. The formal spellers with their fixed formal word lists
have prevented the unification of writing and spelling that is so
essential if pupils develop the ability to express their ideas
fluently and accurately in writing."
1/
Spache classified spelling errors as follows:
"Phonetic errors are those made in an attempt to spell the
word the way it sounds. They include omission of a silent or
double letter, addition by doubling, phonetic addition and trans-
position, phonetic substitutions, and confusing homonyms.
The remaining types may be classed as nonphonetic errors,
i.e., those not resulting in spelling a word as it sounds.
In eight of the eleven phonetic types of errors, average
spellers exceed poor spellers in per cent of errors."
An analysis of the most common types of errors made by children was
2/
conducted by Book and Harter and they report the following:
"Three thousand ninety-six spelling test papers were collected
from the pupils in grades 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 in Bloomington,
Indiana Public Schools; 608 compositions from the freshman and
sophomore students in the high school and 1,492 themes from
freshman students of Indiana University. In these 5,196 papers,
18,840 spelling errors were found and classified. Eighteen types
of errors were listed, among which were omission, addition, sub-
stitution, transposition, and phonetic spelling."
^/George Spache, "Characteristic Errcrscof Good and Poor Speller*,"
Journal of Educational Research (November, 1940), 34:182-189.
2/Williara F. Book and Richard S. Harter, 'Mistakes Which Pupils Make in
Spelling," Journal of Educa tional Research (February, 1929), 19:106.
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Davis summarized the errors of 275 pupils who were specifically
selected because of difficulty in spelling:
"1. poor pronunciation of words being studied
2. not associating the sound of the letter or the syllable
with the spelling of the word
3. speech defects
4. interchanging letters
5. having poor reading
6. having poor vision."
2/
Wolff classified errors and suggests the following teaching pro-
cedures will aid children with spelling disability:
"1. The high per cent of mechanical errors calls for develop-
ment of a 'spelling conscience', for better handwriting
and for accurate letter formation.
2. The phonetic errors seem to indicate a need for emphasis
on visual and auditory imagery.
3. Grouping words according to difficulties, with attention to
letter sequence in dipthongs, final e, and doubling of
letters would be helpful.
4. Special care should be taken to pronounce new words
correctly and plainly.
5. Emphasis on word meaning according to use in context is
needed
.
6. Oral, visual, and writing experience should be used during
the learning period."
Many spelling errors made by children are due to mispronunciation
3/
Hildreth writes
"A multitude of spelling errors derive from mispronunciation
on the part of the child, his associates, and teachers.
lVGeorgia Davis, 'Remedial Work in Sp«lling," Elementary School Journal
(April, 1927), 27:617-626.
2/Sister Roberta M. Wolff, "A Study of Spelling Errors with Implications
Concerning Pertinent Teaching Methods," Elementary School Journal
(April, 1952), 52:458-466.
3/Hildreth, LearnlnR the Three R'»
, pp. 491-492.
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"....Misspellings are frequently due to colloquial versus
formal pronunciation and inadequate sense of syllabication:
'athaletic,' 'everbody,' 'diffrence,' 1 def inately .
'
Confusions over the vowels 'a, 1 'e,' 'i, 1 'o, 1 'u, ' constitute
a large share of spelling errors, particularly in middle and end
syllables .
"
The test results concerning the cases of 69 individually matched
pairs of children of normal and retarded abilities in spelling of four
New York public schools in Grades 3, 4, and 5 who were given the "Modern
y
School Achievement Test in Spelling" are summarized by Gates:
"Out of 3,776 words written, the normal spelling group had
1,553 or 41.2 per cent wrong. Out of 3,574 words written, the
retarded group had 2,934 or 82.4 per cent wrong.
....This analysis of theerrors indicates that omission
('factry,' for 'factory,' etc.) and substitution ('estamate' for
'estimate,' etc.) are considerably the commonest errors made by
each group .
"
2/
Gates noted also that "the normal spelling group had reliably
higher scores than did the retarded group on each of the following tests:
oral spelling, word pronunciation, giving letters for letter sounds,
spelling nonsense words of one and two syllables."
In a study concerning the words most often misspelled by children
3/
in the elementary grades, Johnson reports:
JL/Arthur I. Gates, Generalization and Transfer In Spelling , Teachers
College, Contributions to Education, Number 727. Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1935, p. 55.
2/ Ibid .
, p. 67.
3/Lesli W. Johnson, "One Hundred Words Most Often Misspelled by Children
In the Elementary Grades," Journal of Educational Research (October,
1950), 44:154.
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"Cooperating school systems in all forty-eight states were
asked to submit creative writings of children. All materials
were to be the original effort of each child and free expression.
One hundred ninety-nine school systems contributed the creative
writings of 14,643 children. The papers of each child were checked
for spelling errors by city and grade levels (3 to 8). All mis-
spelled words were recorded as well as the number of times they
were misspelled. The 14,643 children misspelled 7,260 different
words, one of which was misspelled 967 times their 1 .
Three factors seemed to enter into causes of misspellings:
1. imperfection of configurational perception
2. inability to standardize pattern of words and make them
consistently cominant
3. voids in persistency of effort."
1/
Simple words are a cause for many misspellings. Fitzgerald
reports
:
"One of the most troublesome factors in writing, and perhaps
one of the most troublesome in the learning of elementary school
skills, is that of mastering the spelling of persistently mis-
spelled words.
....'and', an easy word, was a frequently misspelled word in
the more or less spontaneous writing of children of Grades II-VI.
It was misspelled 301 times in 21,235 writings.
The word 'friend', a more difficult word, was used 1,857 times
and misspelled 286 times.
....'Am 1 , another easy word, was frequently misspelled,
principally because of carelessness in spelling and illegibility
in writing. "Am' was used more than 5,600 times and misspelled
202 times; it was a demon in five grades and in the Swenson
Caldwell list.
The word 'you 1 , which is thought of as a comparatively easy
word, was a demon in Grade II through VI.
....it occurred in the Fitzgerald basic data 17,145 times and
was misspelled 561 times.
1/James A. Fitzgerald, "Spelling Word6 Difficult for Children in Grades
II-VI," Elementary Schoo l Journal (December, 1952), 53:225-227.
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Nine homonyms: 'here', 'hear'; 'there', 'their'; 'to', 'too',
'two'; 'right,' and 'write', were misspelled 2,603 times in a total
of 42,992 misspellings in the more than 680,000 words in running
writing .
"
1/
Fitzgerald continues:
"These findings indicate the importance of a comparatively
small core of demons, which although innocent enough in appearance,
give great difficulty to elementary children in and out of school.
Many of these demons are simple words used often and misspelled;
sometimes they are homonyms, possessives, and contractions."
2/
Fuller made a compilation, tabulation, and analysis of spelling
errors from all the written work of 91 pupils in 3 fourth grades for a
period of 10 weeks. The following conclusions were drawn:
"1. There is a definite need for individual supplementary
spelling lists.
2. Spelling errors are most frequent in supplementary words.
3. There were 93 most frequently misspelled words in this
study which are recommended for a class supplementary list.
4. An analysis of the most frequent errors in the words of
highest frequency showed that the majority of errors were
errors of omission and substitution."
Spelling is an integral part of every subject area in the school
3/
curriculum. Straub reports:
"Spelling cannot and must not be taught in isolation from
life's whole experiences. Meanings and relationships which are
employed as ground work for new spelling words must be within the
total past experience background of the child before he proceeds
to learn the more specific techniques of spelling a word."
1/Fitigerald, op. cit ., p. 227.
2/Marion C. Fuller, A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of Spelling
Errors In Grade Four for a Ten Week Period
,
Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1946, 87 pp.
3/J. Harold Straub, "An Organismic Approach to Spelling," Elementary
Engli s h Review (February, 1942), 19:56.
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Van Dusen compiled, tabulated, and analyzed spelling errors in
grade three for a period of eight weeks and came to the following con-
clusions :
"1. There is a definite need for class supplementary spelling
lists as more than half of the misspelled words were not
found in the spelling text.
2. Individual supplementary lists would be of much value to
the pupil, as the words on his list are words that he
uses and spells incorrectly.
3. Many opportunities should be provided for the frequent use
of these words in written work.
4. The words in the spelling text do not adequately meet the
needs of the pupil in his free writing.
5. There is little transfer from words that have been previous 1
taught to the use of these words in written work.
6. There is need for a careful study of spelling methods in
order to provide sufficient transfer of the pupil's
spelling vocabulary to his free writing."
Durrell says:
"Spelling is more closely related in its applications to
written composition than to any other school subject. If it is
to affect written composition, it is essential that it be closely
correlated with composition.
The final test of spelling is the written composition of the
pupil ."
The research in the field of spelling emphasizes the importance of
spelling in written activities in school and out. It is a requisite for
successful living. Individual problems in spelling must be analyzed to
insure progress in overcoming special disabilities.
_1/A. Elizabeth Van Dusen, A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of
Spelling Errors In Grade Three fo r an Eight Week Period
,
Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1947,
pp. 31-32.
2/Durrell, op. clt
. , pp. 275-276.
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These readings have shown that there is a need for continued in-
vestigation of word analysis skills and their effect on spelling achieve
ment. An extensive investigation in the field of spelling errors found
in the free writing of children is essential if the problem of "poor
spellers'' is to be solved.
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF THE STUDY
It was the purpose of this study to analyze the frequency and nature
of misspellings shown in the class work of fifth-grade children who have
1/
used the methods and materials devised by Russell.
This study is a comparative analysis of misspellings shown in the
class work of 76 fifth-grade children in the control group in original
and regulated writing and 52 fifth-grade children in the experimental
group in original and regulated writing.
The teachers of the experimental group were asked to teach the
lessons in the manual to all of the children in the room for 20 minutes
a day instead of regular spelling on certain days specified on the calen-
dar accompanying the manual. The teachers of the experimental group
agreed to teach the regular spelling in sequence of three daily class
periods. The calendar for the 11-week period shows that three fifths
of the days were devoted to the experimental and two fifths to the
regular spelling work.
Complete sets of papers were received from six fifth-grade class-
rooms in the control group and from the four fifth-grade classrooms in
the experimental group. Two days' written work in arithmetic, social
studies, language, science, and spelling wa6 collected by the teachers
^/Russell, op. clt
.
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in the control group and the experimental group and left just as the
children wrote them.
Definition index .-- Original writing , in this study, is defined as
that type of writing Chat is completely free, wholly or in part, from
any source material found in textbooks, accompanied by teachers' manuals,
subject matter work books, duplicated work sheets, or various test type
exercises, outline guides, question and answer exercises, dictation exer-
cises prepared for study, or punctuation exercises where the only written
activity required of the children is to put in the correct punctuation
marks
.
Regulated writing
,
in this study, is defined as that type of writing
definitely influenced by source material found in textbooks, accompanied
by teachers' manuals, subject matter work books, duplicated work sheets,
or various test type exercises, outline guides, question and answer exer-
cises, dictation exercises prepared for study, or punctuation exercises
where the only written activity required of the children is to put in
the correct punctuation marks.
Table 1, which follows, shows the classification of the written
work of 76 fifth-grade children in the control group.
:;
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION BY SUBJECT MATTER OF CONTROL GROUP
Subject Description of Material No. of
Papers
Origi-
nal
Regu-
lated
Arithmetic Problem solving 36
Arithmetic Examples--no vocabulary 45
Arithmetic Language of Arithmetic--
completion exercise 15
Social St. Filling in Outline--
copying is evident 14
Social St. Writing Answers to Questions--
copying is evident 4
Social St. Composition 40
Social St. Paragraph Descriptions of Famous
Men 15
Social St. Written Reports 7
Language Letter Writing
Business letters 20
Friendly letters 20
Language Writing original sentences for
purpose of gaining skill in
some phase of grammar 21
Language Book Reports: Outline guide--
copying is evident 15
Language Copying sentences and doing exer-
cises for purpose of gaining
skill in some phase of grammar 7
Language Punctuation— direct quotations 15
Language Using correct word forms in
sentences --copying is evident 7
Science Composition 43
Spelling Working with words--apparently
doing exercises in a book 27
Spelling Dictation Exercise 59
Spelling Using spelling words in sentences 32
Spelling Spelling Test 9
40
15
7
20
20
21
43
36
45
15
14
4
15
7
15
27
59
32
Total 472 219 253
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Table I shows that out of a combined total of 472 papers done by
the control group, 219 papers were classified as original writing and
253 papers as regulated writing.
The papers were separated into the following subject areas: arith-
metic, social studies, language, science, and spelling. The papers in
each one of the five subjects were counted, and a description of the
type of written work in each area was made and classified as original
or regulated writing.
Table II shows the classification of the written work of 52 children]
in the experimental group.
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TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION BY SUBJECT MATTER OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
'
.
. ,
No. of Orig- Regu-
Subject Description of Material _ . , . T .J v Papers mal Lated
Arithmetic Problem Solving 13 13
Arithmetic Examples—no vocabulary 14 14
Ar ithmet ic Vocabulary Test 10 10
A r i thme tic Problem Test 23 23
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Social St. Writing geographical names-
copying is evident 10 10
Language Copying sentences and doing exer-
cises for purpose of gaining
skill in some phase of grammar 22 22
Language Word meaning exercise--f illing in
blanks with the correct word 6 6
Language Using Words Correctly 26 26
Language Test- -Reviewing Word Forms 25 25
Language Composition 23 23
Language Letter Writing 6 6
Science Answering Questions-
copying is evident 3 3
Science Filling in Science Chart 3 3
Science Filling in Science Outline 3 3
Spelling Spelling Tests 72 72
Spelling Dictation Exercises 3 3
Total 368 29 339
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Table II shows that out of a combined total of 368 papers done by
the experimental group, 29 papers were classified as original writing
all in language. A description of the type of original writing done
shows it was composition work and letter writing.
Three hundred thirty-nine papers out of the combined total of 368
done by the experimental group were classified as regulated writing.
Regulated writing was found in each one of the five subject areas in the
experimental group.
The papers were classified by subject matter areas for boys and
girls. Table III shows the results of this classification for the con-
trol group.
TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF PAPERS BY SUBJECT MATTER AND SEX
IN THE CONTROL GROUP
Subject
Or igina Regulated
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Arithmetic 46 50 96
Social Studies 34 28 62 10 8 18
Language 41 41 82 23 21 44
Science 19 24 43
Spelling 17 15 32 48 47 95
Total ill 108 219 127 126 253
The boys in the control group did 111 papers In original writing
and the girls, 108.
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Arithmetic was the only subject area with no original writing.
One hundred twenty-seven papers were done by boys in regulated
writing and one hundred twenty-six by girls.
Science was the only subject area with no regulated writing.
Table IV shows the classification of papers of the experimental
group.
TABLE IV
ANALYSIS Or PAPERS BY SUBJECT MATTER AND SEX
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Subject Original Regulated
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Arithmetic 46 38 84
Social Studies 52 40 92
Language 14 15 29 42 37 79
Science 6 3 9
Spelling 43 32 75
Total 14 15 29 189 150 339
Pourteen papers were done by boys in original writing in the ex-
perimental group and fifteen by girls. A total of 29 papers were classi
fied as original writing.
There were 52 children in the four schools in the experimental
group, 32 boys and 20 girls, as compared with 76 children in the six
schools in the control group, 37 boy* and 39 girls. Four schools had
several grades in one room under the supervision of a single teacher.
The results of the analysis are presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Rules were set up for tabulating all spelling errors in the control
and experimental groups in original and regulated writing. Rules for
tabulating spelling errors were as follows:
1. No proper nouns were tabulated.
2. If an identical error occurred several times on a single paper,
it was tabulated only once.
3. Errors of a scrambled nature, that in no way could be identified,
were not to be tabulated.
4. If the identity of the individual letters was obscured by poor
penmanship, the word was to be ignored.
Rules for classifying misspellings as phonetic or nonphonetic were
set up. The errors were considered phonetic under the following condi-
t ions
:
1. Omission:
one letter is left out— example : com for comb
two letters left out if the spelling did not distort the sound
of the word materially— example: ridn for ridden
2. Addition:
an extra letter Is added to the word— example : commlng for comln
two letters added to the word if the resulting spelling does not
distort the sound ol the word mater i«lly--example : cap iet* le
tor capital
-25-
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3. Substitution:
one letter is substituted for another--example: leador for
leader
two letters substituted for one or two other letters if the
spelling does not distort the sound of the word mater ially--
example: peyed for paid
4. Transposition:
two neighboring letters are transposed- -example : rec ieved for
received
5. General:
There are times when an error cannot be categorized strictly
according to the above classifications, but the misspelling
shows that the phonetic quality of the word has been retained--
examples: nite for knight
enuf for enough
The errors were considered nonphonetic in nature if the spelling of
the word was such that the sound of the word was unreasonably distorted.
Table V shows a list of spelling errors for the control group in
1/
original writing. The following key, taken from Thorndike and Lorge
,
explains the code for the letters and numbers listed in the last column
of this table.
Key: 1 = at least one occurrence per million--not so many as two
per million
2 = at least two occurrences per mi 1 1 ion- -not so many as
three per million
A = at least 50 per mil lion- -not so many at 100 per million
AA = 100 or over per million
Plurals, comparatives and superlatives, verb forma in s, d, ed
,
lng,
and adverbs in ly are counted in under the main word.
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_1/Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teachers' Work Book of 30,000
Words
, Bureau of Publications, Teachers Collage, Columbia University,
New York, 1944.
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1 TABLE V
LIST OF SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE CONTROL GROUP
IN ORIGINAL WRITING
Word DUVI
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
i nun i i uii
etic etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
accept except 4 4 4 AA
acre arce
akers
acers
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
z
3
A
A
A
admitted adraited 1 1 1 AA
afraid afread 1 1 1 AA
after afer 1 1 1 10
airplane airplaine 1 1 1 16
1 alphabet elephabet 3 3 7
also aldosie 1 1 1 AA
always allways 2 2 2 AA
am an
and
4
1
4
1
4
1
AA
AA
amphibian ahaband
amphibin
1
1 1
1 1
1
1
1
and an 6 3 3 6 AA
am ma 1 amima
1
1 1 1 AA
are our 5 2 3 5 AA
arrangement agaremt 1 1 1 45
average averge I I 1 A
babies babys 1 1 I AA
1
(cont inued on next page)
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1 TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Hon-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon- Thorndike
etic and Lorge
bake baker 1 1 1 A
bark bork 1 1 1 A
beautiful beauful 1 1 1 AA
before befor 1 1 1 AA
beggar beggir 1 1 1 29
behind behinde 1 1 AA
believe beleive
beleve 1
2
1
2 AA
1 AA
between betwene 1 1 1 AA
1
bicycle bicicle 1 1 11
bigger biger
beger
1 1
1
1 11
1 11
bird brid 1 1 AA
birthday bithday 1 1 1 37
born bron 1 1 1 AA
boundary boundry 3 2 1 3 24
brake brak 1 1 1 23
breath breathe 1 I A
bridge bratg 1 I AA
brought broght
brote
1
1
1 AA
I AA
buffalo huf fulo 1 1 1 19
(continued on n«xt page)
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TABLE V (continued)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
building
built
bulb
bunch
business
butterfly
buyer
calves
canneries
captured
card
carpenter
caught
cellar
champion
character
charge
chase
beldanke
builde
blub
banch
busisness
bisness
better fly
brare
calf s
cannies
cartread
carde
capenter
caugt
cougth
cot
coght
eel ler
champeon
charcter
chare tear
charecters
char lcter
•harg
chaa
AA
AA
14
32
AA
AA
22
AA
7
AA
44
A
24
AA
AA
AA
AA
32
3b
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
48
(continued on next page)
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TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Non-
Boy Girl Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
chasing caninke 1 1 1 48
children coinldan 1 1 1 AA
cigarette ciggerette 1 1 1 22
climb climbe 2 2 2 A
climate cliems 1 1 1 41
c lothes c lose
cloths
2
1
2
1
2
1
AA
AA
coast coost
cost
1
1
1
1
1
1
A
A
code coad 1 1 1 21
1 col lege collage 3 1 2 AA
color coler 1 1 AA
colored colered 1 1 AA
column culmb 1 1 1 49
comnuni ty coramenty 1 1 A
comparing compering 1 1 A
copies copys 1 1 1 A
corners coners 1 1 AA
correct corect 2 2 A
c ounc i
1
c lane le 1 1 1 A
countries caulte 1 1 1 AA
1
crank nake 1
(continued
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TABLE V (continued)
Word How
bpeiied
Fre-
quent ly
Boy Girl
r«on-
Phon-
etic
Phon- Thorndike
etic and Lorge
criticism cr it ison
crowned crowed 1 A1 A
cutting gutting 1 A A
danc ing danceing 1 A AI AA
/"I o v 1^ a c 1 A Ai. Aft
ec iue ii L AA
dent ist denties ii 1 O1 V
department depar tant 1 A A1 AA
oe s troyea cescroieu 1 AA
Ucb LLUCL lull A, y a c o t" an ii. j /
deve lop deve lope 1 A1 A
developed diviliped 1 A
die dy 1 1 1 AA
A i n.Adied d ide 1 A A1 AA
di £ferent dar ferar
diffint
a i i rernc
dif erent
dr i f f ent
i
t
1
1
i
l
il A AAA
1 AA
1 A Ai AA
1 AA
1 A A
1 AA
disappear dlspear 1 A
d isappeared disapperd 1 A
discover disscoser 1 1 AA
discoveries discovires 1 1 A
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TABLE V (continued)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thomdike
and Lorge
diseases disearse 1 1 A
distributes dastrbetes 1 1 26
does dose
doz
I 2
1
3 5 AA
AA
don 1 1 dond 1 AA
drawn dr un 1 AA
dressed drasst 1 AA
drove dove 1 A
dynami te d ienarae Ce 1 5
-*
easier easyer 1 AA
eat et 1 AA
eating eaten 2 AA
egR acto — 1 1 AA
e lephant e 1 fent 1 35
enterpr ise enter ise 1 29
en terta in entetan I
eros ion (•roufi ion 1 Jm
exATninAt ionwaa ma lia k A> *J 1
1
t* x .in a 1 i on 2
exhibit •xiblts 1 28
farmer famer 1 AA
favorite faverot 1 A
fl«id fald 1 AA
oril
Ida
{off -oil
{onat'p
i
-
won
9SOi> B0OD
sob
2B8E jb
.iimiioxb
idtnAxa fjoidBniiwixs
isms 5 jaoriBit
Joi3V/:2 Ldivrivfii
blsi bisii
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TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Non-
Fre- Boy Girl Phon-
quency etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
fifteen fiften 1 1 1 A
fighting f ighing
f ithing
1 1
1 1
AA
AA
film f ilum 1 1 1 31
finish f inesh 1 1 AA
fisherman fishman
f ishernan
2 2
1 1 1
26
26
for fore
four 1 1 1
AA
AA
forest forsets AA
form furm AA
• forth
four
fourth
for
AA
AA
fraction fracktion
faction 1 1 1
12
12
friend fr ind
f irend
freind
frend
1 1
1 1
i
1
AA
AA
AA
AA
frog forg 2 11 25
front frunt
fraut I I
AA
AA
fruit fuit
fruite
1 1
1 1
AA
AA
funeral funeal
funarul
1 1
1 1
33
33
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ft TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Snel led
m.
Fre- Boy Girl Phon-
austicv etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Loree
Fturn l pcf fnnn pet" 1 1 1JL A
fnrnar
p
JL U JL LI CI L- t. furnes
s
3 3 3 29
aluu 6allc 2 2 2 AA
gasoline gasloin 1 1 15
geography gograpy AA
get git AA
gills giulls
CX1 1 1 1 c
gil
guls
3 3
2 2
8
ao
8
8
%
01 r 1 Of 1 1
giral
trirpl l iJL X
A A
AA
AAaa
o 1 acc O 1 a cgldS)
gras i i
A AAA
AA
A A
A
going gowing AA
o /"\ 1 Hon£U X Ucll o /~i 1 n Q nlUcU 1 1 A AAA
c» p 1" Ho 1 1JL JL JL A A
pnvprnmpn f" govemet
govnmt
governent 1 1 j
A A
AA
AA
grade grad 1 1 44
grandfather grandfarther 1 1 36
grateful greatful
graetful
1 1
5 3 2
(continued on next page)
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TABLE V (continued)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
great
ground
guard
happened
has
hatched
haven 1 1
having
heard
helped
here
hiking
himself
hits
holds
hornet
horses
hot
huge
hundred
grate
grond
gard
happiens
as
hatch
havn 1 1
haveing
hird
hlped
hear
hikeing
hims lef
hites
hols
hornittes
hourses
hosses
hoet
hudge
hunred
hundren
hundr id
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
15
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
19
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
10
AA
A
AA
3
AA
AA
AA
A
AA
AA
AA
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TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
hungry hungery 1 1 A
hurt hert 1 AA
if arf 1 1 AA
immigrant imgrint
imergrent 1
1
1 1
12
12
important importing
inportant
impoartunt
imporant J
1
1
1
1 \
AA
AA
AA
AA
information infomation 1 A
initials inichials 1 13
insects inceks [ 1 | 40
instead instade 1 AA
instrument inturment 1 42
interested intersted j 1 j AA
invented invinted
imvented
envented j
1
1
1
33
33
33
invention invens ion 1 42
just gust
jest
jost
i
1
1
1 i
AA
AA
AA
j ustice j ustus 1 1 A
keen karn 1 1 35
kept cept 1 1 AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
snd Lorge
kill kild 1 1 » AA
know nah
no
now
2
10
5
2
2
3
8
2
2
10
AA
AA
AA
laid lade
laed
layed
2 2
1
1
AA
AA
AA
lamp lamb 1 A
large lage 1 1 1 AA
laughed laught 1 1 AA
learn lean
lern J
1
2 I
AA
AA
leave leve | j AA
letters lettlers AA
level leval 1 A
library 1 iber ly 1 1 1 A
life lilf 1 1 1 AA
little littel
lettle J \
AA
AA
lives lifes j AA
load loed 1 A
locat ion lacotion 16
lodging loging 13
machine michine
mashine 2 2
AA
AA
(bsuniJneo) V S.ISAT
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TABLE V (continued)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
made
mainly
map
markets
married
memorial
messages
microscope
might
miles
minutes
mischief
money
months
mostly
mountains
movies
moet
manely
nap
markeds
merid
memoil
massage
messge
mesage
mikrosop
mite
miels
minuits
mischeif
mishif
meschief
misthif
nom
mounths
mouth
nanah
mos ly
moutains
montains
moves
move is
AA
27
A
AA
A
15
A
A
A
9
AA
AA
AA
20
20
20
20
AA
AA
AA
AA
32
AA
AA
29
29
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TABLE V (continued)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
must
my
myself
naked
name
near
narst
moust
mes
mi
raeself
nacket
mame
mane
nere
mear
neighboring nieghboring
next
nickname
no
now
object
naxt
mickname
know
know
obj ites
occupation occupition
off
operator
other
painting
parade
patented
of
arotrar
outhar
outher
panting
prade
patened
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
31
AA
AA
AA
AA
41
AA
5
AA
AA
AA
34
AA
20
AA
AA
45
16
27
(continued on next page)
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Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorpe
people prole
peples
poels
1
1
1
1
1 2
AA
AA
AA
perfect prefect 1 1 6
petal podle 6
phonograph pronegat 1 1 6
pick bieg I 1 AA
picnic panit 1 1 1 16
pictures pitchers
pitcures
pactchr
ticaure
1
1
1
1
1
1
AA
AA
AA
AA
piece pece 1 AA
pitch push 43
planets lantist
plants
poner ts
-
1
1
1
1
34
34
34
planned planed 1 1 AA
play palay 1 | 2 AA
please pleas 1 1 1 AA
polite polit 1 1 1 20
polliwog polewag
pollewoges
1
1
1
1
6
6
pony poney 1 1 32
population par latn 1 1 A
(continued on next page)
(Li)i/ni3noD)
oj^toj ofiB aids ox33
^
\fc»f oup oslAaqc
d I 11 39939?q J 09 J T9C]
d 11 I ojboq l£39q
-
II 1 rfeoq rfo^iq
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% TABLE V (continued)
Word How
ope i i ec
Fre- Boy
cjuency
Non-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon- Thorndike
etic and Lorge
pus b 1U It n c a 1 a r\ 1 i A A
powerful parafelt i 1 1 A
pretty pratty
praty
1 1
i i
J. 1
1 AA
1 A A1 AA
prevent bervant 1 11 1 AA
piUl xLaU J.C piUUlLdlc 1 I1 JL 1 1 Ll J.t
promp l ly proinp iy i
proper ly prope ley 11 1 MO
pUU X -L L. p 1 UU 1CL. 1 1 AAJL
niin i ellp U 11 X O 11 ni in pch 1 1JL X 1 16
pupil pupal 1 1 1 A
/i i i a onq Uccll
ques c ions
q t:wc tin
cju is tons
i i
i ii i
1 A A1 AA
1 A A1 AA
quj_L.fcN.&<iriu n i l f- a r 1T"\(jULca Hi 1 11 1 1
rabb i
t
L a D 1 L 11 1 i
ranger rager 11
L CL JL C /"* V O T* 1 1L 1
really realy 1 1 1 AA
reaper reper
repear
1 1
11
1 10
1 LU
reason reson 1 1 1 AA
receiving receving
rec ieving 2 2
3 3 AA
2 AA
(continued on next pagt:)
(bsuriiiaoo) V BJffAT
i-lOV;
:&U£ bai lgq2
1 Jslseo sit
'J JS'JC
£11 11 9lt3ido-3q sldeJiicoq
1 I I '{Iqmoiq ^l3q«oiq
1 "JL I ^3l9'JOiq ^I^9qoiq
AA I 1 I D9ldulq oilduq
d£ 1 11 desnuq rfeinuq
A I 11 Jequq liquq
AA 1 11 H99W9p fT99Up
AA 1 11 anod^iiup erroi:369up
1 11 J niesdup bn£a>'oj.up
£ 1 1 I 798*1 ISgnBT
£-A 11 1 I9-J0 SIM
AA 1 11 \^lB97 ^LiB31
01 1 II isqsr i9qs9i
01 1 I 1 TB9q9T
AA I II n0391 fiOBB9I
AA C i £ gnxv9097 gnivl9D9J
AA 1 £ £ axi/v9iD9i
TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
records
reflects
reindeer
reliant
recordes
recoard
ref lacts
reflets
rephant
refiles
riendeer
relinte
responsible responsable
rode
rubbing
running
safe
said
sailors
sale
salmon
same
scared
scenery
scientist
selling
shall
road
rubing
runing
saft
siade
saide
salers
sail
samon
sane
scrade
senry
caintr is
seling
shell
AA
AA
39
39
39
39
6
10
35
A
47
33
AA
AA
AA
A
A
14
AA
37
11
17
AA
AA
(continued on next page]
snlisa
TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy
Non-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
shipped shiped 1 1 AA
shirt cheart 1 1 1 47
shorter shoter 1 1 1 AA
should shoed
shoud \
2
1
2
1
AA
AA
sincerely sincerly 2 4 6 12
sitting siting 1 1 AA
ski sky 1 1 6
sock souks 1 1 12
sold soled l 1 1 AA
some sum 1 1 2 AA
something sonthing 1 1 AA
sources soursies 1 1 1 A
sparse sparce 1 1 1 1
spirit speret
smirat I
2
1 1
2 AA
AA
spreading spredding 1 1 AA
squirrel squerel 1 1 2 24
star s tor 11 1 A
stay stayes 1 1 AA
s teel steil 1 1 A
stick itIk 1 1 AA
(continued on next page)
-fc^qiria
10
i 919UP8
-
aaoiuoe
(sgeq 3xftft no bsiifiidfioc)
TABLE V (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
storing storring I 1 1 AA
story sory I 1 AA
strong storng f 1 i AA
studied studed 1 1 AA
studying studing 1 AA
submarine subarine [ 1 i 12
successful sucessful
secessful
succsful
1
f
1
1
1 i
{
A
A
A
sure shour 1 1 AA
surveyor surveyer 1 4
swamp swarmp 1 29
swimming swiming
swming 1
1
1
!
1
A
A
syrup sarup
surp I
1
1 \
6
6
tapped taert 1 1 AA
telescope tellescope 1 i 12
term towam 2 2 2 A
than then I 2 L A AAA
that thet 1 1 1 AA
their there
trar
thier
7
2
3
3
2
4
2
1
2
7
3
AA
AA
AA
(con t inued on next page)
•nionT -norf<I -oon f-
»J bne aids ruJs
^Ofl -911
{ one,up
:
qu^r.a qjT^ 2
i
(1.193 !
nK.rl j
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TABLE V (continued
45
Word How
Spejled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
them
there
threw
through
time
tiny
too
trading
training
turn
until
vacation
val ley
vegetables
very
visitor
voting
wait
watch
then
their
thay
thaye
through
threw
though
tine
tiney
to
tradeing
taring
t irn
tirm
tern
untill
vaction
vally
vegtables
veary
visetor
voteing
wat
wtach
wacth
10 10
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
AA
AA
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
33
AA
A
AA
40
AA
AA
AA
AA
(continued on next p*g<)
oi3s ,-onvup D9Ji9gS
-
j
A I II esIdBJgsv ealdezlsgav
!
AA I II 3i.w 3if;w
AA I I I doBjw Wodf.w
AA I I i d3o£w
(sgsq 3x»n no bsunUrrco)
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TABLE V (concluded)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
watching whatching ! 1 ! AA
wears warsis 1 1 1 AA
went whant 1 1 AA
west wist 1 AA
what waht
woat
wat 1
1
1
1
1
AA
AA
AA
when wenn
wen I 1
1
I
AA
AA
where were 2 AA
whether whethr
J
1 AA
whose whoes 1 1 1 AA
with withe 1 1 1 AA
would wouide
wood \
1
1
AA
AA
wouldn 1 t woudn 1 t 1 AA
writer riter i 1 A
writing writeing i 1 i 39
wrote rote 1 1 AA
\TQ C t" Q IT ^ \Jycsicruay y cocidy lj AA
your yor 2 AA
yours yora
youres
1
1
45
45
(Lsbulono?) V SaflAT
J 3IW
10^
3 BOW
nsr.w
Table VI shows a list of spelling errors for the control group in
regulated writing.
TABLE VI
LIST OF SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE CONTROL GROUP
IN REGULATED WRITING
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
absent absint 1 1 1 31
abisint 1 1 1 31
addition adishun 4 1 3 4 A
adition 2 2 2 A
addision 3 2 1 3 A
adjoining ajoining 1 1 1 13
adobe adob 1 2
afraid afr ad 1 AA
all al l 1 AA
always a 1 Iuavsci -A- 4»w o. y 1 AA
answer anser 5 2 AA
answr 1 AA
are ore 1 AA
asleep aspleep 1 A
appearance apearanse 1 A
aperance 1 A
apperince 1 A
apearence 1 A
repearants 1 1 A
reper iant 1 1 A
apearance 1 A
aperence 1 A
(continued on next page)
as quca§ lo'Unoo 9tii ^ol aioii9 gnillaqe 1o Jail £ ewcdi
limD 3HT £Oi ZflOflflS ^0 T8Ii
oUbaioriT
I£
£1
woH
Jniaide
ioieibbfc
dobs
it,
2^
H 8 ac-
inar.; x,
910
3nsad£
iciaibbE
S7B
qsoiqaa qoslai.
i. orioiBsqii
a3n£ j£9qs^
3nE.ti9q£-.t
90fiB1f.SqB
(aj££q 3;;9n no bsonidnoo)
TABLE VI (continued)
Non-
Word How Fre- Boy Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
Spelled quency et ic etic and Lorge
average avrag 5 3 2 5 A
bananas bannanas 11 1 13
bononas 11 1 13
banquet banquit 1 1 1 18
beautiful beauful 1 1 1 AA
being brng 1 11 AA
beaing 11 1 AA
believe belive 11 1 AA
beleave 11 1 AA
between betwen 1 1 1 AA
bewteen 11 1 AA
betan 1 11 AA
birthday brithday 1 1 1 37
burthday 11 1 37
board broad 5 3 2 5 AA
borad 1 1 1 AA
bord 11 1 AA
bottle bollet 1 11 A
boy boey 11 1 AA
buffalo bufferlo 11 13
built bult 1 1 1 AA
busiest busyest 1 1 1 AA
by bi 11 1 AA
canyon canyin 1 1 17
cayon 11 17
(continued on next page)
-o/3£ oi3a /onouo bslisc
\ I
A II ^ allied 3ld3od li
AA I II ^9odCI II oltssiiuo olcilud l|
I II ai^fino no^nBo
TABLE VI (continued)
Non-
Word How Fre- Boy Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
Spelled quency etic etic and Lcrge
capital captil 2 1 1 2 A
captail 1 1 1 A
capit
1
1 1 1 A
care cear 1 1 1 AA
central cental 1 1 A
centrel 2 2 A
centreal 1 1 1 A
chi ldren chr i lden 1 1 1 AA
chir Idem 1 1 1 AA
climb climbe 1 1 1 A
c lamb 1 1 1 A
c luemb 1 1 1 A
coastal cosatol 1 1 1 2
coffee cof fey 1 1 1 A
cold coald 2 1 1 2 AA
common comnan 1 1 1 AA
cos t coast 4 1 3 4 AA
crackers craketes 1 1 1 12
carker 1 1 1 12
crakers 1 1 1 12
cub cop 1 1 1 AA
daily daley 1 1 1 AA
decimal desma 1 l 1
desmel 9 6 3 9
desimal 3 1 2 3 j
dimal 1 1 1
decaml 1 1 1
(continued on next page)
(bauaiJnoc) IV 3
31 J!
icE -si*
-
. IBdqBO
IlliqBO
IszJiqBO
3 3BCO
(9 1 fib
1st
38GD
duo
{IJ Efa
(e^Bq j.:sr: no btuni^iioo)
r TABLE VI (continued)
50
word HOW
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy bir i
Non-
r non-
etic
Phon-
etic
inornaiKe
and Lorge
denominator domenator 1 1 1 1
denomater 2 2 2 1
deraomator 3 1 2 3 1
d inonienter ii ii ii ii
different dif fernt 1 1 1 AA
divide devid 4 2 2 4 AA
divid 3 1 2 3 AA
ueviue il ii li A AAA
rt i in r\ A v\ rfHqiviueriQ uiviQent cJ 9 J cJ 7/
dividence 1 1 1 7
divisor devisor 4 1 3 4 7
deviser oJ oJ J /
does dose 1 1 1 AA
fi TT P V*7 UCW 1 1X 1A
drue 2 1 1 2 A
droth 1J- 1 1JL A
dropped droped 1 1 1 AA
draut 11 1JL 1JL A AAA
dropt 1 1 1 AA
duplicate duplecate 1 1 1 A
r-\ t i e o >"calScL 11 1i JL AA
esir 1 1 1 A
easiest eas ierest 1 1 1 A
eastern estern 1 1 1 A
easturn 1 1 1 A
ever over 1 1 1 AA
everybody everybudy 1 1 1 A
everyone eveyone 1 1
(continued on next pa
ft*^
25
iv f/T^TLdfi J.
woH b-xoW
\r.\l ~.~ r._. b£>IIsc2
-ft? ct c*rrtr\ f
^o3£.niinon8b
;
.
i93nbB.oaib
3nis5!)ib 3n9i9'J3ib
:
ji;
_. >/Sb
3nsbivib
i< on9bi vi b
-ioaiv3b
198iV9b
890b
W9
9UTb
lilotb
b9qo:rb
aqoib
giR'.iiiciub 93f.9ilqub
198189
32C>19i8S9
rrj.93 23 n^9de£9
aiui3B9
18VO
I ^budl("9V9
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TABLE VI (continued)
Word How Fre- Boy
Non-
Girl Phon-
6 1 XC
Phon-
cllL
Thorndike
Q»\/1 T /"X V* f>clUU LUl^c
everything everythin 1 1 AA
except accept
exept J !
1 AA
AA
exciting exining
exit ing
1 1 1 8
QO
expedition expadition 40
fair fare AA
tarroeu larneo A A
farming framing A AAA
tatner farther A AAA
fertile fertil 1 1 18
fierce fearce
f irce
1 1
i1
1 44
finger f ingure AA
fix f icks 1 1 1 A
follow folow
COlJLO
1 1 1 AA
AA
forest foust 1 AA
fourth forth
for
10 6 4 10
1
A
A
friend frund 1 AA
garden
geography
graden
gaden
geogrophy
(continued on next page)
AA
AA
14
Boston University \
School of Education
Ll hf*am —-~
(bsurii:Jf..co) J . JL
AA It 1 I rji/i^ievs goiriix-fsve
AA I II 3qsxa
6 i 11 &nlnixs, gaidioxs
-
-
AA 1 1 1 wolol voiloi
AA 1 II fanuii basiii
AI I 1 1 ^iqoj§0£»{5 ^Mtflfctfl
(sgsq no bsurianco)
TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
get
gifts
glass
green
git
gifes
gives
gass
glase
geen
handkerchief handecheff
handkercheif
healthy
heavy
held
home
honor
important
invited
kitchen
heathy
heavey
helled
heald
hone
honer
inportant
iraportent
invented
inf ined
inveted
invinded
enveted
kicten
ktchen
kinan
kithen
kitshen
kite nan
AA
A
A
AA
AA
AA
35
35
27
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
A
A
A
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
know no AA
(continued on next page)
(barjniinro) IV SJ8AT
r9VS9(1
nnrioJ.bi
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TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy
Non-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
ladder latter 1 1 1 19
letter 1 1 1 19
lader 1 1 1 19
ladda 1 1 1 19
laughed laughted 2 2 2 AA
larf e 1 1 1 AA
lot loot 1 1 1 AA
middle midle 1 1 1 AA
milled 1 1 1 AA
milter 1 1 1 AA
might mite 1 1 1 AA
minuend minuent 1 1 1 2
mixed mixt 2 2 2 A
month mouth 2 2 2 AA
mounth 3 2 1 3 AA
mountains mountanes 1 1 1 AA
momtains 1 1 1 AA
mount ian 1 1 1 AA
moutians 1 1 1 AA
mow mord 1 1 1 6
mare 1 1 1 6
multipl icand multerpcan 1 1 1 24
multipicand 3 2 1 3 24
multaplacan 1 1 1 24
multiplier maliplare 1 1 1 24
multiplior 3 2 1 3 24
multipier 1 1 1 24
multerplior 5 1 4 5 24
name mane 1 1 1 AA
naned 1 1 1 AA
(continued on next page)
(bauniJnoo) IV 5JAAT
.^'joJ bns oiJs oJ: 33 ton?up bailsqS
v.1 I IB 7s33eJ isbbEi
[
AA £ £ £ b93/Igu£l bsriguBl
AA I I i situ!
AA J I I slblai sibblar
AA 1 II *j| drfglm
£ I I I - . •. unir bnsunimAS £ £ 3xim bsxim
AA £ £ £ riJuoa riJnoci
AA I I I ssn.ojfiuotr: enifczlnuoaiAAI I I anieimom
AA I II llBijMJOd
AA I II unfiiir/om
d II X
A£ 1 II nBnqsaJiun bnBoiIqi3lu«
££ C I £ £ bnaoJqialum
££ I I i nBOfcIqB3iUBI
££ II I 9XfcI.qll£ga aailqi Jli/m
-
+>£ -A I £ *rci iq7i»dluif}
AA I II ansa scaen
AA I I I bif-Bn
TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
neat
number
oak
order
others
parents
people
picnic
picture
plains
point
porch
products
prove
neet
numbor
oke
oder
odor
outhers
parnents
perents
peple
pecnic
picanic
picknick
pecknek
pickneck
picter
pr itrues
plians
pont
pursh
protes
potch
proch
puarch
proucts
porove
proove
29
AA
A
AA
AA
AA
A
A
AA
16
16
16
16
16
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
A
A
A
A
AA
AA
(continued on next page)
(b9urii^aoo) IV 3JSAT
ah
di
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TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
puddle pudle 1 1 1 3
Daddle 1 1 1 3
poddle 1 1 1 3
nnpcf i nnU UCO U 1UU UO L. i. VJ L l 1 3 j AA
guestion 3 1 2 3 AA
quotient quoshient 1 1 1 1
rfllTlh rw±jL aluUUW JL CI iUUUQ L. 1X 1 17
rainbone 1 1 1 17
really releay 1 1 1 AA
region regon 1 1 1 A
rej ion 1 1 1 A
rcindepr 6
randeer 3 3 6
r indeer 1 1 1 6
remainder remainer 2 2 2 17
rpm#ind p T*i. cuiauucL 3 1 At 1 7
remianer \ 1 1 17
respect reseck 1 1 1 A
respeck 1 1 A
1
m
1L A
recpek 1 1 1 A
rocky roky 1 1 1 30
rooster roster 3 3 6
ruflfpr
J UOlCl ii. 1JL AD
safety satfty 1 1 A
saf ty 3 3 A
savety 2 2 A
salmon salom 1 1 14
salt slat 1 I AA
(continued or, next i><i£e)
(bsuniJnco)
aibbuc
drisiijaoup it -Joup
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noj
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TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
scout skout
sout
skot
scuot
i 1
1
1
1
i
\
37
37
37
37
served severl 1
\
AA
shipping shiping 1 24
should shoud 1 AA
showed shode
shod
shoed
1
1
1 I
AA
AA
AA
sled s lead
slid
seled
1
1
1 8
8
8
slept sleep
selept
s lep \
1
1
1 1
A
A
A
smaller smallar i 1 1 AA
social socal
soshal
i 1 i 1
1
A
A
some sone AA
south suth
J
AA
starts stats AA
supper super 1 1 1 A
surpr ise s upr izfc
spr iuse
sur ippies
surpr ice
1
1
1
AA
AA
AA
AA
swimming swiming i
(cSntinued on next
1 A
fkounlirioo) IV
jJibnioriT
$?od fans
gnxqirii
sbona
borie
;
3JL i) e.
Q9i 2
e 3 z j ft
duooa
TABLE VI (continued)
Word How
Soelledyy ^» -L. x w %>
Fre- Boy
^ U J
Girl
Non-
Phon-
e t ic
Phon-
Ptif
Thorndike
an H T nrffp
taking takeing 1 1 1 5
talking taking 1 1 . AA
terrible terable 1 1 1 A
their thire
j
1
j
AA
th i pr aT AA
thiar 1 1 1 AA
there ther 1 1 1 AA
their 1 AA
thear 1 1 1 AA
thair 1 AA
they thay 1 1 1 AA
tour i ^ t tnurp c t 1 1 19
training trainning 1 1 A
turn tern 1 1 1 AA
trun 2 2 AA
tirn 1 1 1 AA
twenty twety 2 2 AA
un i formUil ^ ^ v.* J. 111 un forn 1 A
uniforn 1 1 1 A
una form 1 1
J
A
i in l on fnrm 2 A
unoform 1 A
undorn 1 i 1 A
unform 1 1 1 A
us use 2 1 1 AA
OU8 1 AA
walking waking 1 AA
weed wed 1 1 34
(concluded on next page)
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griffin
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TABLE VI (concluded)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
western
what
when
whenever
window
with
wonder
wondered
word
yesterday
your
weston
westerin
waht
wat
whate
wen
wenever
wounto
withe
wounder
wonded
woed
yesday
yore
A
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
AA
(hsbuJonco) IV SvlflAT
9~A.
01 3 ii
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Table VII shows a list of spelling errors for the experimental
group in original writing.
TABLE VII
LIST OF SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
IN ORIGINAL WRITING
Word How Fre- Boy
Spelled quency
Non-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon- Thorndike
stic an d Loree
alone a loan 1 1 1 AA
brother bruther 1 1 1 AA
brought brout 1 1 1 AA
common comin 1 1 1 AA
cottage cottaige 1 1 1 46
doctor dotcar 1 1 1 AA
drop droop 1 1 1 AA
except expect 1 1 1 AA
finally findly 1 1
finely 1 1
1 AA
1 AA
find fine 1 1 1 AA
folks foks 1 1 1 A
f r iend frend 1
freind 3
fren 1
1
3
1
1 AA
3 AA
1 AA
happening happing 1 1 1 6
happy hapey L 1 1 AA
hardly hadly 1 1 1 A
(continued on next page)
lGJn9mi^9qx9 srfj io} aioiis gnillsce lo b eworia IIV sidsT
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TABLE VII (continued)
Word How
bpeiiea
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
health heith i 1 A AAA
heard herd 1 1 A AAA
him hem i A A
honor honer i i AA
horse hose 1 AA
hungry hundry 1 AA
hurt hert 1 AA
knew new 1 1 AA
mistress miss tress 1 o /.34
moved mood A AAA
no know A AAA
po isoned p ios ioned 1
police peolice A
r emember rember A AAA
s a te cy s a £ t y 1 AA
said saide A AAA
s 1 ipped s I iped 1 1 A
squeaking sqeking 1 11
s tarted starded AA
tame tane 25
tamer taner 25
(concluded on next page)
(fa&uf; : Jnco) II
AA
nodi
oi3s •II:
019 fj
tranori
•{•ibnL'ri
wsn
a a9? again,
lonorl
33TOrf
9rtF,3
t9f;.e3
'^3
!spa gnj >li>ajjpa
a sine J
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TABLE VII (concluded)
Non-
uu y fJir 1 Phnn -L L Iw 11 Plinn - XltUl L1U1 ISC
Spelled quency et ic etic and Lorge
there their i 1 i AA
touched toched i l i AA
toward toard i 1 i AA
waited wated ! l AA
what wat 1 AA
where ware l AA
world wor led 1 AA
your yor 1 AA
•xioni -noni
(_oneup b9l iaq?.
b9l 30W
1C\
b9fiDUOj
62
1
Table VIII shows a list of spelling errors for the experimental
group in regulated writing.
TABLE VIII
LIST OF SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
IN REGULATED WRITING
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy
Non-
Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
etic etic and Lorge
about abou 1 1 1 AA
adjective ajective 1 il i j
advertisement addvetizement 1 1 1 11
a 1 mo s t a lno s tCL JL 1 ft V.' O Km 1 1 1 AA
i
allegiance allejand 1 1 1 1 n1 10
animals amenals 1 1 1 AA
answer anser 7 L C
"7 A A5 7 AA
apiece apeace
apise
apice
apeas
2
1
1
1
L
1
1
1
1 oI 8
1 8
1 o
1 8
article artickle
artical
1
1 1
1 1 AA
1 AA
average averge
avrage
5
6
2
2
3 5 A
4 6 A
awhile ahile 1 1 1 25
bad bed 1 1 1 AA
barrel barral 3 2 1 3 32
bearable bearerable 1 1 1 AA
(cont inued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Bov Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
i1 1X X A A
because beause 1 1 1 AA
becase 1 ! 1 AA
becaze 1 1 1 AA
believe belive 2 1 2 AA
beleive 2 1 2 AA
Digger oegger iX A A
blackberries blackbarries 1 1 1 5
blossoms blossums 1 1 1 43
border borad 1 A
brode } 1 A
nran/*Koeu I d.ll(_ nea X 11 A AAA
breakfast brekfast 1 1 1 A
or ignc ly d ignc ly X 11
u UCKc L buke t D 1 Alb
bcuitke 1 1 1 16
buffalo bufflo 1 2 3 3
buffollo 1 1 3
buff low 1 1 3
buffalow 1 1 3
bloffo } 1 1 3
DUX 1.CU bured i ii A
burned berned 1 1 AA
cactus c ictus 1 1 2
canal canel 1 1 48
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
capital capitol
capiol
4
1
1
1
3 4
1
A
A
canoe canue 1 1 1 32
canyon canyin 2 2 2 7
cattle cattel 1 1 1 A
cents sents 1 1 1 AA
chair char 1 1 1 AA
chance chanse 2 2 2 AA
%
changing
check
changeing
chanj ing
cheak
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
AA
AA
AA
cherry cherrey 1 1 1 35
chocolate chocclate 1 1 1 20
climbed c limed 1 1 1 A
coast cost 2 2 2 A
coastal costal
coste
1
2
3
—
>
2
2
1JL
2
3
2
2
cocoa coco 1 1 1 9
cocoanut coconut 10 7 3 10 6
common comon
coman
J
1
I
1
1 3
1
AA
AA
cool coll 1 1 1 AA
copper coppor 2 2 2 46
(cont inued on next P*ge)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
65
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
ouencv
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
et ic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
correctly corrcetly 1 1 1 11
country county 1 1 1 AA
crawl cral 1 1
\
31
craul 1 1 31
corawl 1 1 1 31
crawled crawed 1 1 1 31
crawling crolling 1 1 1 31
crept crep 1 1 1 31
crossed crosed 1 1 AA
crutches cruches 2 2 2 10
decimal desmail 2 1 1 2 1
desmel 8 3 5 8 1
desimal 1 1 1 1
denominator denomonator 3 2 1 1
denominater 5 2 3 5 1
died deid 1 1 1 AA
dis favor disfavr ite 1 1 1 1
divide divid 2 2 2 AA
division divsion 3 2 1 3 A
divisor divider 6 2 4 A
document docunent 1 1 17
dol lars dol lers 3 2 1 AA
done dun 1 1 AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
duty
eastern
either
electricity
emptied
equal
erupted
except
experience
extremely
false
family
farmer
fell
felt
flowing
dutey
estern
earestern
eather
elextrecity
electricty
eiectr isaty
elictricty
eiectr iciety
eleictrusaty
inptied
empited
empitied
equel
er ipted
excepet
ecept
exper iance
extremly
fals
faimly
lamer
fel
filt
f louing
f 1 lowing
AA
A
A
AA
18
18
18
18
18
18
A
A
A
A
5
AA
AA
35
A
AA
AA
AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIIIirU/wu V XXX (cont inuGd^
Non-
Word How Fre- Boy Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
bpeiied quency etic etic and Lorge
forever forevere 1 1 1 A
fruin fa i ni-vUll Lu 111 fnun t* l z\ n 34
fAn f ar\ 34
fraction fracteons 1 12
frac t s ion 5 3 12X 4m
fracks ion 12X X.
from form 1 1 AA
froom 1X AA
frum 3 1 2 AA
fruit fur it I AA
frut 1 1 1 AA
gentlemen gentilmen 1 1 1 AA
•
gentlmen 1 1 1 AA
got gut 1 1 1 AA
grade ter ade j | j 44
crad
CP 44
great grate 1 AA
gate j AA
geat 1 1 1 AA
guard gaurd 2 1 1 AA
handkerchief handcachief 1 1 1 35
headquar ter headqua t e r 1 23mm J
headqacer 1 1 1 23
heavy heave 2 1 1 2 AA
hevy 3 3 3 AA
hurt hert 1 AA
idea idear AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Non-
Word How
Cne 1 led
Fre- Boy
cju£ricy
Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
WwXw W L. A- W OUU J„ \J L. ^ C.
immediately imeddiately
imediatly
1 1
1 1
1 A
1 A
important importent
imporant
importand
1 1
1 1
3 3 AA
1 AA
1 AA
improper impropor 2 2 2 4
improving impruving 1 1 1 A
independence independse 1 1 36
industry indastry
indestry
industre
1 1
2
1 AA
1 1 AA
2 2 AA
interesting intresting
interresting
1 1
1 1
1 AA
1 AA
inventor inventar
inventer
1 1
2 1
1 14
1 2 14
irrigation irregas ion 1 1 8
j ungle jungl 1 1 16
largely largly 1 1 1 A
largest larges 1 1 1 AA
lasso 1 Aflciip
lassoe
lasoe
lasoo
lasoue
2 1
1 1
1 1 I
1 2 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
leafy lefe 1 1 1 7
louder lowder 1 1 1 A
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Non-
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
lowest loest 3 3 AA
lowist 1 1 1 AA
loyalty loyaty 1 1 1 22
lumber lumbor 1 1 1 34
lunch launch 1 1 1 39
meas les meazles 1 1 1 3
mesles 1 1 1 3
mees les 1 1 3
mezels 1 1 3
mesals
J
1 2 3
mease 1 1 3
microphone mikrophone 1 4
microfone 1 1 1 4
micraphone I 1 1 4
raikrofoan 1 4
micorphone 1 1 1 4
micophone 1 1 1 4
micrephon 1 1 1 4
most moast 1 1 1 AA
mountains montons 1 1 AA
mont ians 2 2 AA
mount ians
J
1 1 AA
mount ans 1 AA
mountens 1 1 AA
raountanes 3 AA
neither nether 1 AA
nerves neves 1 36
no mo 1 AA
oatmeal otroeal 1 5
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
obey
off
our
people
piano
piece
pioneer
plain
plateau
poster
postman
predicate
probably
produce
obay
of
or
pepole
pepol
peano
panio
pano
piese
pice
pinear
pionere
plan
plane
plateu
plato
pleteau
platoe
t ostor
poaster
poas tnan
pr ect icatt
probly
probabaly
probaby
probable
produse
A
AA
AA
AA
AA
26
26
26
AA
AA
27
27
AA
AA
12
12
12
12
5
5
4
1
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
pronoun pronon 1 1 1 4
punctuation puntuatian
punttation \ 1
1 1
1
questions questons
qestions
!
1 1
|
1
AA
AA
quickly quikley 1 1 1 AA
quietly quiatly A
quite qite 1 1 AA
railroad ralrode AA
ranger rancher
ranje j j
3
39
region rej ion
rejon
reagin i
1
;
A
A
A
remember reraber
renember 1 1
1
1
AA
AA
rodeo roadao
rodaio
rodeado
roadeo
rodeao
i
1
i
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ro 1 ler roler 11
salmon samon
salmen
solman
2
3
1
14
14
14
scratch skrach
scrach
30
30
(continued on next pa^e)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
72
•
Word How
Spelled
Fre- Boy
quency
Girl
Non-
Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
sense cents 11 7 4 11 AA
seventy sevanty
seventey
l i j 44
44
shoes shose 1 1 1 AA
shot shoot 1 1 1 AA
sign sine 1 1 1 AA
since sinse
sense
sence \
1
1 \
AA
AA
AA
skipped skiped
f | \
17
snake snaek
snak I \ \
28
28
soda sodar 1 1 1 12
some sum
som \ } \
AA
AA
stake stak
steak 2 2
1
2
29
29
swimming swiming k 1 3 4 A
temperature temprature 3 1 2 3 A
term tirm
turm
trem
1 1
i
1
1
xJ
1
A
AA
A
test teb 1 1 1 A
than then 9 4 5 9 AA
they thay 1 1 1 AA
(continued on next page)
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TABLE VIII (continued)
XT,-,,-,
_won-
Word How Fre- Boy Girl Phon- Phon- Thorndike
Spelled quency etic etic and Lorge
thousand t nouson 1 1 1 AA
throat thoar
t
U U \m/ CA ^ \m 1 A
through though 1 AA
threw 3 2 1 3 AA
thrugh 1 1 1 AA
told Cole 1 l AA
toled 1 AA
tol 1 1 1 AA
too to
1
1 AA
transport transpar
t
1 25
trensport 1 1 1 25
tranport
|
1 25
tr anspot 1 25
trousers trouserz 1 21
trousors 1 J 21
trosers 1 21
trousar
s
1 2 3 21
truly trully 1
\
43
truely 1 43
tyrant tyrent 2 13
tyant 1
'
\
13
tirant 1 13
tiarent 1 1 1 13
unlike onl ike 1 1 22
very vary 1 AA
visit viset 1 2 AA
volcano vokano 1 14
vocano 1 14
(concluded on next page)
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TABLE VIII (concluded)
Word How
Spelled
Fre-
quency
Boy
Non-
Girl Phon-
etic
Phon-
etic
Thorndike
and Lorge
vote vot 1 1 AA
walnut wallnut 1 1 l 11
western westen
weastern
2
1
1
1
1
1
A
A
whole hole 1 1 1 AA
wholly who 1 ley 1 1 1 27
whom whon 1 1 1 AA
wind win 1 1 1 AA
wireless wier less 1 1 11
wonder fu
1
wo uner ful i ii A AAA
wrote rote
wrot
1
1 1
1 AA
AA
>ou yeu 1 1 1 AA
no J g£>w
Table IX shows the total number of spelling errors for the control
group in original writing in five subject areas, namely, arithmetic,
social studies, language, science, and spelling.
Arithmetic is the only subject area with no original writing.
TABLE IX
TOTAL SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE CONTROL GROUP
IN ORIGINAL WRITING
Subject Frequency Boy Girl Phonetic Non-Phonetic
Arithmetic
Social Studies 220 129 91 213 7
Language 287 145 142 268 19
Science 75 31 44 71 4
Spelling 60 34 26 57 3
Total 642 339 303 609 33
Six hundred and nine spelling errors were classified as phonetic
in nature and thirty-three were non-phonetic in nature.
Table X shows the total number of spelling errors for the control
group in regulated writing in five subject areas, namely, arithmetic,
social studies, language, science, and spelling.
Science is the only subject area in the control group with no
regulated writing.
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TABLE X
TOTAL SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE CONTROL GROUP
IN REGULATED WRITING
Subject Frequency Boy Girl Phonetic Non-Phonetic
An t nine tic Jt ill 9
Social Studies 70 32 38 66 4
Language 53 29 24 46 7
Sc ience
Spelling 188 120 68 173 15
Total 424 235 189 396 28
Three hundred and ninety-six spelling errors were classified as
phonetic in nature and twenty-eight were non-phonetic in nature.
Table XI shows the total number of spelling errors for the experi-
mental group in original writing in language.
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TABLE XI
TOTAL SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
IN ORIGINAL WRITING
Subject Frequency Boy Girl Phonetic Non-Phonetic
Arithmetic
Social Studies
Language 49 22 27 49
Science
Spelling
Total 49 22 27 49
Forty-nine spelling errors for the experimental group were
classified as phonetic in nature. There were no non-phonetic errors.
Language was the only subject area in the experimental group with
original writing.
Table XII shows the total number of spelling errors for the experi-
mental group in regulated writing in five subject areas, namely, arith-
metic, social studies, language, science, and spelling.
•ni 3
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TABLE XII
TOTAL SPELLING ERRORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
IN REGULATED WRITING
Sub j ect Frequency Boy 4 mm 1Girl Phonetic Non-Phonetic
Arithmetic 75 32 43 75
Social Studies 136 69 67 136
Language 110 79 31 110
Science 17 15 2 17
Spelling 138 94 44 138
Total 476 289 187 476
Four hundred and seventy-six spelling errors were classified as
phonetic in nature. There were no non-phonetic errors.
Table XIII shows the misspellings of similar words by the control
and experimental groups in regulated writing.
TABLE XIII
MISSPELLINGS OF SIMILAR WORDS BY BOTH GROUPS IN REGULATED WRITING
Word Contro
1
Experimental
answer
average
bel ieve
amir
answr
avrag
belive
be leave
I n 1 1
1
avrage
flverge
belive
be le ive
(continued on next pa^e)
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TABLE XIII (continued)
Word Control Experimental
buffalo buf ferlo buffello
bufflo
bufflow
buf falow
capital
climb
capitl
clamb
c liemb
c luemb
captol
capitol
clum
common coranan comon
comen
decimal desmal
desmele
desimal
decaml
dimal
desmail
desmel
desmil
denominator denoraater
dinomanter
domenator
deraorator
denomonater
denomintar
divide divid
devid
devide
divid
divisor deviser
devesir
diviser
except
handkerchief
exept
eccept
handkrche f
hankrchef
excepet
ecept
handkachief
heavy heavey heave
hevy
(concluded on next page)
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TABLE XIII (concluded)
Word
important
mountains
people
plains
question
salmon
swimming
they
than
Control
importent
inportant
mountanes
moutains
moutian
moutians
peple
plians
qustion
guestion
salom
swiming
thay
then
Experimental
importent
imporant
importand
mountanes
mountan
mount ions
mountens
mountons
mountans
pepole
pepol
plans
planes
qestions
questons
samon
salmen
salman
swiming
thay
then
(b9buionoo) III
j
j
j
sloqsq slqaq alqosq
gn-tmiwe gnlailwe griincniwa
Table XIV shows the misspellings of similar words by the control
and experimental groups in original writing.
TABLE XIV
MISSPELLINGS OF SIMILAR WORDS BY BOTH GROUPS IK ORIGINAL WRITING
Word
brought
friend
heard
horse
hungry
hurt
know
their
what
where
your
Control
broght
brote
freind
f r ind
f irend
frand
hird
hourse
hosse
hungery
hert
no
nah
now
thier
thir
wat
waht
wogl
were
yar
Experimental
brout
freind
frend
fren
herd
hose
hundry
hert
no
thier
there
wat
were
yor
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of spelling errors in written work of children in
1/
grade 5 of the Russell study was made. There were papers from 76 chil-
dren in the control group and 52 in the experimental group. Papers in-
cluded writing in arithmetic, social studies, science, language, and
spelling. The writing was considered "regulated writing" when the
material was from textbooks, work books, and mimeographed exercises, or
when the written response came from an assigned lesson with written
material available to the child. "Original writing" was writing done by
the children apart from any assignment involving text material of any
kind.
The analysis included 472 papers of the control group and 368 of
the experimental group. Types of errors and the subject matter area
were studied. The following conclusions may be drawn:
1. There appeared to be little difference in the number of errors
in the two groups.
2. The greatest number of errors in both groups were phonetic.
3. There were many errors in very common words as: their, they,
friend
.
a. The ie and el seemed to cause real confusion.
J.
/Russell, op. clt .
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There appears to be need of teaching spelling in the subject
matter fields.
a. There were errors in all areas in both types of writing in
both groups where papers were available.
b. The total errors in language and social studies papers were
the largest. Language was the only original writing.
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